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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
This  document  describes  our  experiences  with  putting  together  a  multimedia
teaching  project  on  energy  efficient  lighting  technologies,  assisted  by 3D synthetic
environment.  The  package  is  called  SynthLight  and  is  available  under  [1].

When  SynthLight  was  first  presented  at  a  seminar  in  London  February  2004,  people
were  rather  impressed  with  the  results  and  asked  lots  of  questions  about  how  they
could  produce  stereoscopic  visuals  themselves,  and  about  ways  of  presenting  them.
This  made  us  write  this  HOWTO, summarising  what  we learned  about  stereoscopy
in  this  project.  The  document  actually  goes  beyond  this  and  also  includes  other  3D
techniques  we did  not  experiment  with.

1.2 Copyright  Disclaimer
While  some  of  the  images  and  most  of  the  text  is  produced  by ourselves,  quite  a
few  of  the  images  in  this  document  were  borrowed  from  other  web  sites.  They
should  all  be  referenced.  In case  you  spot  one  of  your  own  images  and  find  that  the
source  (i.e. your  web  site)  is  not  mentioned,  or  if you  are  unhappy  with  us  using  it,
please  accept  our  apologies  and  notify  us,  so  we  can  remove  the  offending  picture.

1.3 Three D or not 3D?
'3D'  or  stereoscopic  images  are  images  which  create  an  illusion  of  depth  for  the
viewer.  This  is  achieved  by delivering  different  images  to  the  left  and  the  right  eye
which  were  taken  from  slightly  offset  positions.
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Illustration  1: Screen  shot  of  the  web- based  SynthLight
teaching  package
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The  image  is  not  strictly  speaking  three  dimensional,  because  we can't  move
around  it  and  look  at  it  from  different  angles,  but  since  '3D'  is  more  catchy  and
much  shorter,  it  will be  used  in  this  document  interchangeably  with  'stereoscopic'.

1.4 Stereoscopic Vision
Our  brains  receives  about  70% of  all  information  from  the  eyes.  Each  eye  delivers  a
two- dimensional  (2D) image  to  the  brain.  So- called  depth  cues  enable  the  brain  to
combine  the  two  2D images  and  create  a  visual  depth.  Such  depth - cues  may  be
monocular  or  binocular.

Monocular  depth  cues  [22]:
� Interposi tion:  objects  occluding  each  other  suggest  their  depth  ordering.
� Linear  perspective:  the  same  size  object  at  different  distances  projects  a

different  size  image  onto  the  retina.
� Light  and  Shade:  the  way  light  reflects  from  objects  provides  cues  to  their  depth

relationships,  shadows  are  particularly  important  in  this  respect.
� Relative  Size,  an  object  with  smaller  retinal  image  is  judged  further  away  than

the  same  object  with  a  larger  retinal  image.
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Illustration  2 : The  principle  of  stereoscopic  images  [3]

Illustration  3: Monocular  depth  cues  [22,
Photographer:  David  Burder]
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� Texture  Gradient:  a  texture  of  constant  size  objects,  such  as  pebbles  or  grass,
will vary  in  size  on  the  retina  with  distance.

� Aerial  Perspective:  the  atmosphere  affects  light  travelling  through  it,  for  example
due  to  fog,  dust  or  rain.  As light  travels  long  distances  it  is  scattered,  colours
loose  saturation,  sharp  edges  are  diffused  and  colour  hue  is  shifted  towards
blue.

Binocular  depth  cues:
� Slight  offset  image  for  left  and  right  eye  (Binocular  disparity)  [21]

Our  eyes  are  55  to  75  mm  apart,  with  the  average  usually  taken  as  65  mm.  The
difference  between  the  left  and  the  right  image  is  called  disparity.  It  is  affected  by
the  spacing  of  the  two  cameras  (or  eyes).  The  optimum  spacing  is  not  always  6 to
7 cm,  but  may  be  smaller  or  larger.  Factors  here  are  the  distance  of  the  object,  the
viewing  distance  and  the  display  size.  The  optimum  spacing  needs  to  be
determined  by trial - and- error,  depending  on  those  variables  and  the  particular
scene  or  objects.

By spacing  the  cameras  further  apart,  the  disparity  of  the  images  may  be  increased
which  results  in  a  stronger  3D effect.  The  disparity,  however,  can  not  be  increased
at  will and  needs  to  be  limited  to  within  a comfortable  range.  The  reason  for  this  is
that  the  convergence  of  the  eyes  and  their  accomodation  are  linked  within  the
brain.  While  the  focus  will be  on  the  image  plane,  the  perceived  depth  and  therefore
the  accomodation  of  the  eyes  will lie outside  making  it  difficult  for  the  brain.

P � z
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Because  of  the  necessary  limit  of  the  images'  disparity,  most  objects  and  scenes
will receive  a depth  compression,  so  the  scene  will look  somewhat  flatter  than  the
original.  The  symbols  used  in  the  formula  above  are  explained  in  Ill. 4 .

Sometimes,  the  left  and  right  channels  might  not  be  100% separated,  so  the  left  eye
receives  some  of  the  information  for  the  right  eye  and  vice  versa.  In this  case,  we
speak  of   'cross - talk'  between  the  two  channels  which  results  in  'ghosting'.

Most  display  technologies  are  characterised  by an  area  called  the  'sweet  spot'.  If the
viewer  is  positioned  within  this  area,  the  3D effect  is  strongest.  It  is  reduced  or
even  completely  disappears  if the  viewer  moves  outside  of  this  area.  This  is
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Illustration  4 : Factors  influencing  the  perceived  depth
of  a  stereoscopic  image  [22]
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important  to  remember  for  presentation  of  3D visuals  to  large  groups,  because  the
equipment  has  to  be  installed  in  such  a way  that  all  viewers  can  be  close  to  the
sweet  spot.  Certain  display  technologies  are  not  suitable  for  more  than  one  person
due  to  the  very  small  range  of  the  sweet  spot.

2 Content Creation
There  are  basically  three  different  approaches  to  creating  3D images:
� Creating  virtual  scenes  through  computer  graphics,
� Taking  photographs  of  real  scenes,
� Shooting  movies  of  real  scenes.

All images,  be  they  real  or  simulated,  need  to  have  two  different  views  which  are
about  6  to  7  cm  (distance  of  the  eyes)  apart.  You  might  find  that  a  particular  scene,
e.g. small  objects  close  to  the  camera,  works  best  with  a  smaller  or  larger
separation.  You  will need  to  experiment  and  use  a trial - and- error  approach.

2.1 Synthetic Images
Synthetic  images  and  movies  are  relatively  simple  to  create:  Just  build  your
computer  model,  define  the  materials,  set  up  the  lighting  and  render  two  different
view points  -  one  for  the  left  eye  and  one  for  the  right  one.  Since  the  process  is
straight - forward  (provided  you  know  how  to  use  your  3D package),  it  will not  be
explained  any  further.

Because  we  set  out  to  teach  lighting  to  architects  and  engineers,  it  was  important
for  us  that  the  images  don't  just  look  right  but  are  actually  physically  correct.  The
RADIANCE [5] virtual  environment  suite  of  programs  is  what  we use  a lot  in  our
research  and  teaching,  and  it  is  also  what  some  of  the  synthetic  images  were
created  with.  There  are  many  other  3D modelling  packages  which  may  be  used  for
developing  synthetic  stereoscopic  visuals.

2.2 Photographs
Depending  on  your  requirements  and  budget,  stills  and  movies  may  be  captured
with  a number  of  different  techniques.

Cha- cha  or
sliding  rail

Two  devices One  device,
multiplexed

Still  image X X X

Movie - X X

Table  1: Capturing  techniques  and  their  suitability  for  still and  moving  images

Single- lens  techniques  are  only  suitable  for  static  scenes.  If the  objects  are  moving,
they  are  likely  to  be  in  different  positions  on  the  two  images,  or  might  even  have
left  or  entered  by the  time  the  second  image  is  taken.

With  the  so- called  Cha- cha  technique,  the  same  hand- held  camera  is  used  for
taking  the  two  images.  Camera  sliding  mounts  exist  for  this  which  make  the
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alignment  and  spacing  of  the  two  shot  much  easier  and  accurate  than  what  is
possible  with  a  hand- held  camera.  We found  something  at  a  car - boot  sale  which
looks  like  it's  an  accessory  for  a  Metz  speed  light.  It  worked  well  for  us.

When  lining  up  the  cameras,  parallel  axes  are  necessary  to  avoid  vertical  image
disparity  generated  by systems  that  verge  the  camera  axes.  This  necessitates  a
cropping  of  the  left  image  on  the  left - hand  side  and  a cropping  of  the  right  image
on  the  right - hand  side.  The  resulting  image  width  is  therefore  smaller  than  the
capture  width  of  the  individual  images  [21].

Something  else  to  keep  in  mind  is  that,  just  like  in  normal  photography,  the  results
are  most  convincing  if there  is  a  foreground,  a  middle - ground  and  a background  to
the  scene.  The   object  of  interest  will usually  sit  in  the  middle- ground.

It is  possible  to  have  a pair  of  cameras  (wet- film  or  digital)  mounted  together  on
the  same  tripod.  If they  can  be  triggered  remotely  (cable  or  IR), it  is  much  quicker
and  easier  to  take  the  image  pair.  Because  we have  only  one  digital  camera,  we
could  not  investigate  this  option.

2.3 Videos
Digital  videos  in  general  and  stereoscopic  video  in  particular  are  more  difficult  to
produce  than  still  images.  One  of  the  more  obvious  reasons  is  that  the  registration
of  the  images  is  more  difficult  because  the  frames  have  to  be  synced.  Whatever  you
do,  a  tripod  is  a  must,  and  it  is  also  advisable  to  take  the  two  video  streams  at  the
same  time.  This  requires  either  a  matching  pair  of  synchronised  video  cameras,  or  a
3D adapter  which  goes  in  front  of  the  lens.  

We purchased  a NuView adapter  [2] which  is  combination  of  mirrors,  a  rotating
prism  and  LCD shutters.  The  device  is  synced  to  the  camera  through  the  video
output  socket.
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Illustration  6 : Pair of  digital  cameras  on
tripod  with  Sheperd  control  unit  [16]

Illustration  5 : Sliding  camera  mount
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The  results  were  so  poor  that  we decided  not  to  follow  this  any  further.  The  images
have  a green  tint  and  a thick  irregular  border  around  them.  The  only  way  of
producing  3D videos  properly  seems  to  be  with  a  matching  pair  of  video  cameras,
but  we couldn' t  afford  this.

Other  than  a few low- quality  3D videos  (and  one  synthetic  one),  most  of  the  visuals
on  SynthLight  ended  up  being  3D still  images.

3 Post- production
Once  the  left - right  images  or  videos  are  taken,  two  more  steps  are  necessary  before
they  can  be  displayed:

1) Registering  (aligning)  the  left  and  the  right  image,

2) 3D encoding  them.

3.1 Image registration
Registering  the  image  pair  means  that  the  left  and  the  right  image  are  moved
across  one  another  until  the  best  possible  stereoscopic  effect  occurs.  If you
imagine  the  left  and  the  right  being  printed  onto  overhead  film  and  moved  around,
then  this  is  basically  what  happens.

One  of  the  interesting  things  we found  is  that  the  human  eye  is  hugely  forgiving  for
mis- registered  3D images.  Even  with  badly  mis - aligned  image  pairs,  the  eye  is  still
able  to  bring  the  two  together  and  create  a  3D impression.  This  worked  with  all
display  technologies  we  tested  (polarised  projection,  anaglyphs  and  shut ter
goggles).

While  our  Eye3D glasses  came  with  software  for  stereo  production,  we found
Muttyan's  software  from  [4] much  more  developed  and  easier  to  use.  It's  free,  too.

3.2 Visual Encoding
Once  the  images  are  registered,  they  may  be  saved  in  a  3D format  suitable  for
presentation.  Several  options  exist,  amongst  them  are:
� Don't  encode  them  at  all,  just  have  two  separate  images  for  left  and  right.  The

encoding  can  be  done  on- the- fly  by the  presentation  software.
� Stereo  JPEG encoding  (.jps)

9

Illustration  7: NuView  camera  adaptor
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� Stereo  PNG encoding  (.pns)
� Interlace  encoding
� Anaglyph  encoding

Dual- display  Presentation Mono- display  Presentation

Spatial  multiplex Time  multiplex

HMD

Stereoscope Stereo  cards

Viewmaster

Anaglyph Red- cyan

Red- green

Red- blue

Blue- yellow

Shutter
glasses

Page  flipping

Interlaced

Line  blanking

Sync
doubling

Polarisers Linear

Circular

Animated
images

GIF

MNG

Pulfrich
glasses

Chroma
depth  glasses

Table  2: Overview  of  stereoscopic  encoding  techniques

To get  a  stereoscopic  effect,  the  eyes  need  to  be  presented  with  separate  images  for
the  left  and  the   right.  A large  number  of  different  technologies  exist  for  this
purpose,  some  of  which  date  back  more  than  a century  ago.

3.2.1 Anaglyph Encoding

Anaglyphs  are  stereoscopic  images  that  have  the  left  and  right  channel  encoded  in
complementary  colours.  The  two  channels  are  on  top  of  one  another.  To  view the
3D image,  the  viewer  needs  to  wear  anaglyph  glasses  that  come  in  a  number  of
combinations:
� red/green
� red/blue
� red/cyan
� yellow/blue

Due  to  the  colour  filters,  the  representation  of  colour  within  the  image  is  very
limited,  and  the  technique  works  best  with  grey  images.  Having  said  that,  it  is
possible  to  produce  an  impression  of  colour.  Such  images  are  referred  to  as  colour
or  half  colour  anaglyphs.
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3.2.2 Interlace Encoding

With  interlace  encoding,  every  other  line  in  the  image  is  for  the  left  and  right  eye,
respectively.  The  only  display  technology  that  can  be  used  to  view line  interlaced
3D images  is  shut ter  goggles  which  limits  the  range  of  possible  applications.  It is
therefore  a  good  idea  to  create  interlaced  images  on- the- fly  by the  display
software  and  store  the  left / right  images  or  stereo  JPEG instead.

3.2.3 Animated  Images

This  is  not  strictly  speaking  a 3D technology,  but  still  creates  an  impression  of
depth  within  the  brain.  Image  are  usually  saves  in  GIF format  because  they  can
consist  of  more  than  one  frame.  The  frames  can  be  animated  and  looped  with  a
time  lag  of  around  100  ms.  One  of  the  limitations  of  the  GIF format  is  that  it  is
limited  to  only  256  different  colours,  so  smooth  transitions  and  gradients  will look
a bit  rough.

For  a  photo  gallery  exploring  some  of  the  beauty  of  animated  image,  please  point
your  web  browser  to  [26].

To overcome  the  colour  limitations  of  the  GIF image  format  which  can  only  store
256  different  colours,  the  MNG format  has  been  developed.  It is  based  on  the
common  PNG format,  but  additionally  allows  for  image  animations.  It  supports  16
million  colours  and  offers  better  compression  ratios  than  GIF [27].
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Illustration  8 : Example  of  a  colour  red-
cyan  anaglyph  image

Illustration  9 : Interlaced  image  for
display  with  shutter  goggles
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3.2.4 Other  Encodings

Pulfrich  and  Chroma- depth  glasses  require  a  special  image  encoding.  We did  not
try  either  technique  and  are  therefore  not  discussing  them  here  any  further.

4 Display Technologies
Depending  on  the  encoding  technology  used  for  the  stereoscopic  images  or  movies,
not  all  currently  available  display  technologies  may  be  suitable  for  presenting  the
visuals.  The  table  below  tries  to  give  some  guidance  as  to  what  image  format  can  be
used  for  a  particular  technology:

Image
encoding

Display  technology

VDU 1x  data
projector

1x  slide
projector

2x  data
projector

2x  slide
projector

Print - out

Anaglyph X X X (X)(3) (X)(3) X

Polarisation - - - X(1) X(1) -

Shuttered X (X)(2) - - - -

Animated
image

X X - - - -

Table  3: Display  and  encoding  technologies  for  mono- display  presentation

(1) A polarisation - maintaining  screen  (metallic)  is  required

(2) Theoretically,  this  is  possible,  but  the  refresh  rate  should  be  above  120  Hz,  which
is  not  possible  with  today's  projectors.

(3) Doesn't  make  much  sense,  because  an  anaglyph  is  just  one  image.  It  would  be
possible,  however,  to  have  black- and- white  images  for  the  left  and  right,  and
apply  the  colours  through  the  use  of  filters.

Fundamentally,  display  technologies  may  be  grouped  depending  on  the  number  of
displays  used.   With  dual- display  presentations,  individual  images  are  displayed
for  the  left / right  eye.  The  images  must  be  very  close  to  the  eye,  which  is  achieved
either  by bringing  the  actual  image  close  to  the  eye  (Head- mounted  displays  HMDs)
or  by using  an  optical  system  (stereo  cards,  HMDs).

If a  single  display  is  used  instead  (data  projectors,  VDU, slide  projectors),  the
separation  is  done  with  time  multiplexing  (shut ter  glasses),  using  the  inherent
latency  of  the  human  eye, or   space  multiplexing  (anaglyphs,  chroma  depth  glasses,
polarising  filters).

4.1 Dual- display Presentation

4.1.1 Stereoscopes

This  oldest  known  form  of  stereoscopy  was  invented  by Sir Charles  Wheatstone  in
1838.  Since  this  was  well  before  the  invention  of  photography,  early  images  were
hand  drawn.  In 1859,  Oliver  Wendall  Holmes  improved  on  the  principle  and
prepared  them  for  mass  production.  Advances  in  photography  made  them  very
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popular  until  the  1930s.

Holmes  card  required  a viewer  with  prismatic  lenses,  the  size  of  the  card  9 x 18  cm
means  the  two  images  are  too  large  to  be  viewed  without  optical  aids.

4.1.2 Head Mounted  Display (HMD)

HMDs are  the  bee's  knee  of  stereoscopic  visualisation.  Each  head  set  has  two  mini-
screens  delivering  a separate  image  for  the  left  and  the  right  eye.  HMDs are
produced  for  two  different  markets:
1) Gamers.  Prices  are  several  thousand  �  . The  image  resolution  and  refresh  rate  are

limited.
2) Scientific  applications.  Prices  are  tens  of  thousand  �  . There  doesn' t  seem  to  be

an  upper  limit.  High  resolutions  and  refresh  rates  are  available.

We tested  a Sony  Glasstron  HMD which  was  a few years  old.  To  cut  a  long  story
short:  This  particular  model  is  unusable:  The  display  is  only  black  and  white,  the
resolution  is  limited  to  that  of  a  television,  and  the  flicker  is  unbearable.

Our  advice  is  that  unless  you  can  afford  to  spend  a huge  amount  of  money  for  a
proper  (scientific)  head  set,  don't  do  it.

One  limitation  that  is  quite  obvious  but  deserves  mentioning  is  that  HMDs are
personal  display  devices,  so  in  a  larger  group,  each  person  needs  to  have  their  own.
They  are  also  very  immersive  which  is  ideal  if this  is  what  you  want,  but  the
interaction  between  people  may  be  difficult,  especially  when  HMDs with  ear  phones
are  used.
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Illustration  11 : 5DT  Head- mounted
display

Illustration  10 : Reproduction  of  a  Holmes
card  [5]
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4.2 Single- display Presentation

4.2.1 Space Multiplexed

4.2.1.1 Anaglyphs

Anaglyph  goggles  are  the  cheapest  way  of  presenting  stereoscopic  visuals.  One  pair
of  paper  goggles  with  plastic  filters  costs  about  �  0.50.  No other  special  equipment
is required.

Anaglyphs  may  be  presented  on  computer  screens,  with  data  projectors  and  may
even  be  printed  out.  While  the  3D effect  is  acceptable,  the  colour  rendering  is
limited.  This  is  due  to  the  coloured  filters.

4.2.1.2 Polarised Projection

Polarised  projection  gives  high - quality  results  and  is  suitable  for  larger  audiences.
There  are  a  few requirements  which  must  be  fulfilled:
� Pair  of  data  projectors  with  polarising  filters
� Polarisation  preserving  projection  screen
� Polarising  glasses  for  each  viewer

14

Illustration  13 : Viewing  anaglyph
images  at  the  SynthLight  launch
seminar

Illustration  12 : Paper
anaglyph  goggle
(Rainbowsymphony)
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Projectors

You need  a pair  of  identical  projectors,  fitted  with  polarising  filters  at  right  angles
to  one  another.  The  image  below  shows  the  polarisers  tilted  about  10  to  20 º . This  is
to  not  reflect  the  heat  back  onto  the  lenses.  The  system  gets  fairly  hot,  and  if you
use  cheap  plastic  polarisers  and  bring  them  too  close  to  the  lenses,  they  might  get
damaged.  Try  to  set  them  up  in  such  a way  that  the  full  area  of  the  polarisers  is
utilised , not  just  a  small  area  in  the  middle.

If you  do  a lot  of  travelling  with  your  3D kit  and  have  the  spare  change,  there  is
also  the  option  of  getting  a twin  3D projector.  This  is  an  all- in- one  box  with  two
polarised  projectors.  Just  make  sure  the  screen  (see  below)  slips  into  your  handbag,
too.

All optical  elements  along  the  light  path  (polarisers,  screen,  goggles)  introduce
losses  resulting  in  a  reduced  light  efficiency.  Depending  on  the  technology  chosen,
only  between  10  and  60% of  the  initial  lumen  output  of  the  projector  is  available
for  viewing.  It is  important  to  select  powerful  projectors,  so  that  enough  light  still
reaches  the  viewers.
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Illustration  15 : Pair of  data  projectors
with  polarising  filters,  mounted  in a
frame  [http:/ / ww w.cyviz.com]

Illustration  14 : Principle  of  stereo
projection  with  dual  polarised
projectors  and  glasses  [3]
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The  light  output  of  projectors  is  measured  in  so- called  ANSI lumens.  Projectors  are
available  in  the  range  of  1000  to  about  20  000  ANSI lumens.  While  low output  ones
can  be  obtained  from  many  different  manufacturers  at  reasonable  prices,  powerful
top- of  the  range  projection  technology  is  only  available  from  specialised  suppliers
such  as  [3].

Screen

Screens  for  polarised  projection  need  to  maintain  the  polarisation  of  the  light.  They
are  based  on  a metallic  coating.  The  screen  we purchased  is  a  Stumpfl  Vario  for
just  under  �  1000.  It is  1.8  m  wide.  The  design  of  the  frame  allows  for  it  to  be
folded  into  a  small  pack.

Screens  come  in  two  flavours:  Those  that  are  suitable  for  front  projection  and
those  for  rear  projection.  Front  projection  screens  are  the  most  common  ones.  The
projectors  are  on  the  same  side  of  the  screen  as  the  audience.  With  rear  projection
screens,  the  projectors  are  behind  the  screen.

Advantages  of  rear  projection  over  front  projection:
� The  noisy  projectors  are  away  from  the  audience,  behind  the  screen
� The  entire  floor  area  in  front  of  the  screen  may  be  used  for  seating

Disadvantages  of  rear  projection  over  front  projection:
� More  space  is  required,  the  room  needs  to  be  longer
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Illustration  16 : Cube  3D stereo
projector  [http:/ / ww w.digital -
image.de]

Illustration  17 : Erecting  a Stumpfl
Vario  3D projection  screen  [19]
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Goggles

Two  ways  of  polarising  the  light  are  possible:  linear  and  circular  polarisation.
Linear  is  by far  the  most  common  one  but  has  the  disadvantage  of  when  you  tilt
your  head,  the  3D effect  will disappear.  This  is  different  with  circular  polarisers,
but  such  systems  are  more  expensive  and  more  difficult  to  set  up  and  adjust.

Goggles  with  linear  polarising  filters  and  plastic  frames  can  be  purchased  for  �  2  to
3.  They  are  light - weight  and  comfortable  to  wear.

All goggles  with  linear  polarisers  have  them  fitted  at  right  angles  to  each  other,  at
45 º off  the  vertical.  This  is  also  how  the  polarisers  in  front  of  the  projectors  need
to  be  set  up  to  get  the  best  image  quality.

4.2.2 Auto- stereoscopic Displays

Such  devices  provide  a stereoscopic  effect  without  the  user  having  to  wear  any
special  glasses  or  viewing  aids.  Such  displays  are  based  on  LCD flat - panel
monitors.  Several  approaches  have  been  tried  to  separate  the  required  so- called
'windows'  or  viewing  regions  for  the  left  and  right  eye:
� Parallax  barriers
� lenticular  optics,  cylindrical  lenses
� micro - polarisers
� holographic  optical  elements,  HOE
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Illustration  18 : People
wearing  polarising  goggles  at
the  SynthLight  launch
seminar

Illustration  19 : Auto- stereoscopic
displays  create  viewing  windows  for
the  left  and  right  eye  [22]
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Auto- stereoscopic  displays  are  only  suited  for  one  viewer.  The  relatively  small  size
and  fixed  position  of  the  stereo  windows  require  the  user  to  hold  their  head
relatively  steady  to  remain  in  the  sweet  spot.

4.2.3 Time Multiplexed

Mono- screen  presentation  with  time  multiplexing  displays  the  images  for  the  left
and  the  right  eye  successively  one  after  the  other.  It is  the  job  of  filtering
techniques  to  ensure  that  each  eye  can  only  see  the  relevant  image.

Time  multiplexing  requires:
� A fast - refresh  CRT monitor  (see  chapter  5.2) and
� A pair  of  shutter  goggles  or  ZScreen

4.2.3.1 Shutter Glasses

Shutter  glasses  are  synchronised  to  the  computer 's  monitor  through  a controller
that  plugs  between  the  graphics  card  and  the  monitors.  Driver  software  or  a  button
on  the  device  will switch  the  screen  into  an  operation  mode  which  is  suitable  for
use  with  the  goggles.  Those  are:  
� Interlacing
� Page- flipping
� Sync  doubling
� Line  blanking.

Shutter  goggles  are  available  from  a number  of  different  manufacturers.  The  nice
thing  about  the  Eye3D Premium  we purchased  is  that  no  driver  software  is
necessary  (although  supplied  for  Windows)  to  control  the  box.  This  enabled  us  to
use  the  device  on  a LINUX machine  without  having  to  worry  about  the  drivers.

The  Eye3D Premium  comes  with  two  pairs  of  glasses:  wired  and  infra - red.  The  IR
ones  have  a little  battery  pack  on  a 1  m  lead,  which  you  can  clip  onto  your  belt,  so
they  are  not  cable- free  as  such.

The  goggles  are  comfortable  enough  to  be  worn  for  several  hours.  By this  time  you
will have  developed  a head- ache  anyhow  because  of  the  permanent  flicker  they
create.  Make  sure  your  screen  and  graphics  card  can  refresh  at  at  least  120  Hz.
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Illustration  20 : NuView  shutter
glasses  and  controller  [2]
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4.2.3.2 ZScreen

The  ZScreen  is  a  proprietary  3D viewing  system  comprising  a modulating
stereoscopic  panel  to  go  in  front  of  the  monitor  and  passive  polarising  goggles.

The  panel  is  synchronised  with  the  graphics  card  through  a 3  pin  mini  DIN
connector  which  is  found  on  high- end  stereo - ready  graphics  cards.  The  panel
polarises  the  light  from  the  display  in  such  a way  that,  in  combination  with  the
circular  polarised  eyewear,  a  separate  image  is  delivered  successively  to  the  left
and  right  eye.

We are  told  that  the  Zscreen  is  one  of  the  best  3D technologies  suitable  for
individuals  or  (very) small  groups,  although  we were  not  able  to  try  one  out.
Compared  to  HMDs, the  panels  are  with  prices  in  the  range  of  $2000- 3000
relatively  affordable  and  compatible  with  most  mayor  platforms,  including  LINUX.

5 Display Technologies

5.1 Projectors
Although  some  of  the  old  3- beam  CRT projectors  are  still  around,  the  choice  is
now  between  LCD and  DLP technology.  Each  offers  distinct  advantages  due  to  their
entirely  different  construction.

Before  going  any  further,  we would  like  to  thank  NEC UK who  kindly  lent  us  a  pair
of  VT770  DLP projectors  for  the  SynthLight  launch  Seminar  in  February  2004  in
London.

5.1.1 Liquid Crystal  Display, LCD

From  [14]:

LCD (liquid  crystal  display)  projectors  usually  contain  three  separate  LCD
glass  panels,  one  each  for  red,  green,  and  blue  components  of  the  image
signal  being  fed  into  the  projector.  As light  passes  through  the  LCD
panels,  individual  pixels  ("picture  elements")  can  be  opened  to  allow  light
to  pass  or  closed  to  block  the  light,  as  if each  little  pixel  were  fitted  with
a Venetian  blind.  This  activity  modulates  the  light  and  produces  the
image  that  is  projected  onto  the  screen.
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Illustration  21 : Monitor  ZScreen  by
StereoGraphics  Corp.  [24]
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LCD projectors  are  the  older  technology  and  offer  two  benefits  over  DLP
technology:
� Excellent  colour  fidelity.  The  red,  green  and  blue  channels  are  delivered

independently  through  separate  LCD panels.  Brightness  and  contrast  can  be
adjusted  individually  for  each  channel,  resulting  in  much  better  colour
rendering.

� Significantly  higher  ANSI lumen  output  with  the  same  wattage  lamp.  All high
output  projectors  are  LCD devices  (May 2004).

5.1.2 Digital  Light Processing, DLP

From  [14]:

DLP ("Digital  Light  Processing")  is  a  proprietary  technology  developed  by
Texas  Instrument s.  It works  quite  differently  than  LCD. Instead  of  having
glass  panels  through  which  light  is  passed,  the  DLP chip  is  a  reflective
surface  made  up  of  thousands  of  tiny  mirrors.  Each  mirror  represents  a
single  pixel.

In  a  DLP projector,  light  from  the  projector 's  lamp  is directed  onto  the
surface  of  the  DLP chip.  The  mirrors  wobble  back  and  forth,  directing
light  either  into  the  lens  path  to  turn  the  pixel  on,  or  away  from  the  lens
path  to  turn  it  off.
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Illustration  23 : Principle  of  DLP
projection  technology  [15]

Illustration  22 : Principle  of
LCD projection  technology
[15]
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In very  expensive  DLP projectors,  there  are  three  separate  DLP chips,  one
each  for  red,  green,  and  blue.  However,  in  DLP projectors  under  $20,000,
there  is  only  one  chip.  In order  to  define  colour , there  is  a  colour  wheel
that  consists  of  red,  green,  blue,  and  sometimes  white  filters.  This  wheel
spins  between  the  lamp  and  the  DLP chip  and  alternates  the  colour  of  the
light  hitting  the  chip  from  red  to  green  to  blue.  The  mirrors  turn  on  and
off  based  upon  how  much  of  each  colour  is  required  for  each  pixel  at  any
given  moment  in  time.  This  activity  modulates  the  light  and  produces  the
image  that  is  projected  onto  the  screen.

The  advantages  of  DLP over  LCD technology  are:
� DLP projectors  with  only  a single  chip  and  colour  wheel  are  more  compact  in

size.  All ultra - portable  beamers  of  1.5  kg  or  less  are  DLPs.
� Higher  contrast  ratios.  This  is  the  difference  in  luminance  between  a white  and  a

black  pixel.  The  last  generation  of  LCD projectors  produces  a  contrast  of  800:1,
but  typically  this  is  more  like  400:1.  In comparison,  DLP technology  can  deliver  a
contrast  of  nearly  2000:1.  The  specs  should  not  be  overestimated,  though:  While
the  difference  between  400:1  and  800:1  is  very  noticeable,  the  difference
between  900:1  and  1800:1  is  less  so.  Once  you  get  to  a  contras t  range  of  900:1  or
more,  black  appear  as  solid  black  and  shadow  details  resolve  quite  nicely  [25].

5.2 Monitors
The  biggest  head  ache  with  a  time  multiplexed  display  is  that  the  refresh  rate  of
the  display  device  is  halved.  Our  eyes  and  brain  will perceive  flicker  up  to  a  refresh
rate  of  about  60  to  70  Hz,  if the  frequency  is  higher,  the  image  will appear  flicker-
free.  This  means  that  to  enable  a  flicker  free  image  with  time  multiplexed  devices,
the  display  device  needs  to  be  able  to  refresh  the  image  at  a  rate  of  at  least  120  Hz.

We purchased  an  Iiyama  19”  Vision  Master  Pro454  CRT monitor  [9] to  work  on  the
development  of  the  visuals.  It has  a  video  band  width  of  345  MHz allowing  us  to
work  at  117  Hz  with  a resolution  of  1280x1024  (SXGA) and  at  168  Hz  at  a
resolution  of  1024x768  (XGA). 

The  very  high  refresh  rates  that  are  required  for  operating  shutter  goggles  require
CRT monitors.  This  means  the  newer  TFT flat  screen  are  not  suited  due  to  their  low
refresh  rate  which  is  usually  in  the  range  of  60  to  80  Hz.

If the  refresh  rate  of  the  screen /video  card  is  really  high,  two  additional  problems
may  occur:  

1) The  phosphor  of  the  monitor  will still  display  the  one  image  (e.g. The  one  for  the
left  eye),  while  the  electron  beam  is  already  writing  the  next  one  (for  the  right
eye).  This  results  in  ghosting  due  to  the  cross - talk  this  creates.  There  are  special
CRTs  with  a 'fast  green  phosphor'  which  can  cope  with  higher  refresh  rates.

2) The  shutter  goggles  don't  have  enough  time  to  completely  blank  out  and  open
up  the  eye.  Again,  the  result  is  cross - talk  between  the  two  channels  and
ghosting.
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5.3 Graphics Cards
For  a dual  projection  system  to  work,  each  projector  has  to  deliver  the  image  for
one  eye.  The  cheapest  and  most  reliable  option  we found  is  to  have  a dual- head
graphics  card.  Each  projector  is  connected  to  one  of  the  outputs.

The  video  card  will come  with  driver  software  for  Windows  which  allows  you  to
join  the  two  displays  either  horizontally  or  vertically  to  have  a desktop  which  is
twice  as  large  as  normally.  Under  LINUX, this  is  even  easier  and  works  out - of- the-
box  using  the  Xinerama  sub- system  of  X11.

If time  multiplexed  presentation  is  required,  the  graphics  card  needs  to  be  able  to
produce  a fast  enough  refresh  rate  to  match  the  one  of  the  monitor  which  should
be  at  least  120  Hz.  The  video  band  width  of  the  graphics  card  should  roughly
match  the  one  of  the  monitor.  For  instance,  the  Matrox  G450  Graphics  card  we  use
has  a  RAMDAC (which  is  how  the  bandwidth  is  described  for  video  adaptors)  of
360  MHz. This  is  a  perfect  fit  with  the  345  MHz bandwidth  of  our  monitor.

Some  high- end  3D- ready  graphics  cards  come  with  a 3  pin  mini  DIN connector
which  is  used  to  synchronise  special  3D display  devices  such  as  a  ZScreen  with  the
card.  This  is  not  necessary  for  the  mayority  of  3D presentations,  and  we
encountered  no  problems  with  our  inexpensive  dual- head  Matrox  card  which  does
not  come  with  this  feature.

5.4 Slide Projectors
It is  possible  to  use  a pair  of  slide  projectors  to  project  3D material  with  the  help
of  polarisers.  Although  we did  not  try  out  this  technology,  our  understanding  is
that  the  alignment  of  the  images  inside  the  mounts  and  of  the  mounts  within  the
projectors  is  difficult.  For  more  information,  please  refer  to  [18].

5.5 Prints
Images  with  anaglyph  encoding  may  be  printed  out  and  displayed.  The  viewer  has
to  wear  anaglyph  glasses  to  get  a  3D impression.  Considering  the  very  low  cost  of
such  goggles,  this  technology  works  reasonably  well  and  doesn't  require  the  use  of
computers  or  special  display  devices.  More  info  can  be  found  on  [18].
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Illustration  24 : Matrox  G450  dual-
head  graphics  card  [7]
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6 Software

6.1 Content  Creation
The  best  software  for  image  registration  we  found  is  the  StereoPhoto  Maker  by
Muttyan  [4]. This  free  software  is  easy  to  use  and  very  powerful.  After  loading  the
image  pair,  the  software  provides  tools  for  manipulating  and  registering  the  images
which  may  then  be  saved  in  a  variety  of  different  formats.

The  site  also  hosts  other  software  for  the  creation  and  play  back  of  stereo  images,
movies  and   panoramas.

6.2 Content  Delivery
One  of  the  goals  of  our  teaching  package  was  to  reach  the  widest  possible
audience.  Although  Microsoft  Windows  still  has  the  largest  install  base  on  personal
computers,  the  tides  are  changing,  particularly  with  Apple's  Mac OS X and  LINUX
becoming  more  widely  used,  especially  in  the  scientific  community.  To  keep  all  the
options,  the  way  to  approach  it  seems  to  rely  on  open  standards,  namely  HTML.
The  HTML mark - up  language  is  defined  by the  World  Wide  Web Consortium  (W3C)
to  ensure  information  on  the  Internet  is  can  be  shared  by all  web  browsers.

Since  3D or  stereoscopic  visuals  are  not  defined  within  the  W3C standard,  browser
plug- ins  need  to  be  used  for  delivering  contents  that  do  not  fit  the  W3C
framework.  Again,  to  ensure  cross - platform  compatibility,  JAVA plug- ins  were
used  whenever  possible  [13]. The  stereoscope  applet  written  by Andreas  Petersik
was  chosen  because  of  it  maturity  and  reliability  [8].

6.3 Content  Presentation
[8] and  [4].
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Illustration  25 : Screen  shot  of  the  StereoPhoto  Maker
software  [4]
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